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Spring 2017 Commencement May Set Mark
By ALEXANDRIA SAUNDERS

Q

QC Voice Staff

uincy College may see a
record-breaking turnout for
its Spring 2017 Commencement
ceremony on May 26 at the South
Shore Music Circus in Cohasset.
The 850 graduation
applications received by the
March deadline exceeds the
number from a year ago by some
40 percent. But not all of last
Spring’s 600 applicants showed
up for the ceremonies.
“The venue holds approximately 2,300 people, and we are
expecting a full house of family
and friends to support the
graduates,’’ said Jenny Chan,
Registrar Associate, noting that
2,000 people attended last year at
the locale better known for its
summer music concerts.
Associate degrees in Science
and in Arts and Program

Certificates will be conferred on
the graduates during the threehour ceremony that begins at
10 a.m.
This Spring’s Commencement
also marks the inaugural
graduation classes for the
Physical Therapist Assistant
Associate in Science degree and
the Aquaculture Certificate
Program.
Commencement 2017
regalia and tickets will be
available, starting from
May 3-19 at various times
on both the Quincy and
Plymouth campuses.
(Please refer to
accompanying flyer)
The keynote
Commencement Speaker
and featured QC student
speakers had yet to be
determined as the QC
Voice went to print.

QC President Peter H. Tsaffaras addresses
Class of 2016.

PTA Graduates
Inaugural Class

City Council Honors QC

O

n April 18, 2017, the Quincy City
Council began its meeting at the
Great Hall in the newly renovated Old
City Hall by recognizing and honoring
Quincy College and President Peter H.
Tsaffaras for its recent accomplishments.
In an e-mail to the QC faculty and staff,
Tsaffaras said: “It is a result of your efforts
on a day-to-day basis that Quincy College
is receiving this recognition.” Earlier this
year, QC took two major steps toward its
future growth when a) the State approved
the awarding of four-year baccalaureate
degrees and b) it expanded its athletic
program by joining the National Junior
College Athletic Association (NJCAA).

By CHRISTINE RODDAY
Director QC-Plymouth PTA Program

T

he Quincy College Physical
Therapist Assistant
(PTA) Program in
Plymouth will celebrate
its inaugural graduation
and pinning ceremony May 24. Eight
students make up the Class of 2017
and include: Desiree Silva, Bailee
Sullivan, Melissa Mello, Alyssa
Mello, Jennifer Reynolds, Lisa
Boyer, Jill Bailot and Gretchen
Bobola. They
Continued on page 6
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President’s
Corner

Peter H. Tsaffaras, J.D.
s we head into May, it seems like everyone on campus is
striving toward the end of the academic year and commencement. I’d like to recognize and applaud the commitment that our
graduating students have made to master a body of knowledge, one
which culminates in commencement for many. As this journey
concludes, you will embark upon a new beginning filled with unlimited possibilities.
The dictionary defines commencement as 1) a beginning or a
start; 2) the ceremonies at which academic degrees or diplomas are
conferred. Although the average age of our students is not 18,
commencement is indeed a new beginning for our graduates.
As you know, Quincy College focuses on teaching and learning,
one student at time. As such, we are pleased to have played a part in
the success you have had up to now and are confident that you have
been prepared for the challenges and opportunities that await you in
the future.
I firmly believe that education is the passport that allows one to
travel through and navigate our society. At this year’s commencement on May 26 at the South Shore Music Circus, I will be proud to
say that you, our graduates, have earned your passport.
As one group of students prepares to graduate we are already
looking ahead to the next academic year.
At Quincy College, we are driven to improve, not resting on our
laurels but continuing every day to aggressively move to the next
tier; to the next level as an institution. We are committed to continuous quality improvement of our facilities, hiring new staff and faculty, and offering unique and dynamic programs and courses.
Thank you to those students who completed their Course Evaluation Surveys in mid-April. The administration is driven by data and
your feedback and invaluable insight helps us understand if we are
succeeding in our mission to provide an accessible and affordable
education.
This spring, we welcomed a new addition to the Quincy College
Plymouth community: a synthetic cadaver also referred to as a
SynDaver, named after the company which produces them. Quincy
College is the first two-year college in Massachusetts to invest in a
SynDaver and the second college statewide; Lasell College being
the first.
This major investment is part of the over $2 million, 45,000square-foot Plymouth campus renovation over the past year. The
college is expanding to meet the needs of our record-breaking
enrollment, the highest since its founding in Quincy in 1958. The
expansion and renovation at Plymouth comes as the campus
celebrates its 25th Anniversary serving South Shore communities,
which began in 1991.

A
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By
CONNOR DAVIDSON & AL YOUNG
QC Voice Staff

Question: What are you planning to do this summer,
anything exciting?

Lissa King

Liberal Arts, English Major
Weymouth

“I am taking 3 classes at Quincy to
kind of get ahead of the curve with
my degree. I’m also going to spend
some weekends down at the Cape
with my family and my boyfriend,
and I’m very excited about that.”

Ryogo Tanaka

Business Management Major
Quincy

“I will go back to Japan from May
28th to June 20th, and then I will
take one summer class. Maybe I’ll
take macro-business management.”

Saki Fukuzato

Liberal Arts, Social Science Major
Quincy

“My summer plan is to study here
because there are some good
summer classes at Quincy College!
So I will take a couple classes here
. . . And I will explore the town, like
Boston, and have fun there with my
friends (laughs) . . . maybe.”

Valentina Tran

Early Education Major
Randolph

“More concerts! Since I have more
time, I’m gonna be finishing my
EP-slash-album . . . I have a band
camp: lilacpocketknife.bandcamp
.com OK, Bye (laughs)!”

This summer, we look ahead to a complete renovation and
expansion of the Anselmo Library on the Quincy campus third floor
of Presidents Place. This major overhaul will brighten the space with
natural light and provide ample quiet study space, multiple collaboration rooms, sprawling workspaces with new furniture and direct
access to library services. The innovative new library will be ready
for use when you return this Fall.
As Quincy College moves forward, we remain focused on
teaching and learning by updating our academic offerings, developing new programs and increasing student engagement in order to
ensure we are delivering the best possible education. We look
forward to welcoming you back to campus during Summer Inter–
session or the Fall Semester.
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Extracurricular Activities Well Worth the Time

W

By SARAH POWERS
QC Voice Staff

e all know being a student at
Quincy College is no easy task.
Especially if you find yourself
balancing your studies while working
at a job. It may seem easier just to
come to school only to attend classes.
But no matter how busy you are,
finding time to take part in some of the
extracurricular activities offered at QC
will be a rewarding and worthwhile
experience.
In fact, getting involved in some of
the clubs, events and activities on
campus will be time well spent while
enhancing your overall student
experience.
“Students who participate in
extracurricular activities succeed at a
higher rate,” says Susan Bossa,

Associate Vice President of Student
Development.
One excellent example is Vi Nguyen,
a full-time Psychology
major from Vietnam.
In addition to her
studies, Nguyen has
participated in Drama
Club, is an active
Vi Nguyen
member of Phi Theta
Kappa’s Honor Society and the
chapter’s former chapter vice
president, and is also a peer tutor for
the Nicastro Learning Center.
Nguyen says this busy schedule has
been well worth it, allowing her to
gain more meaningful experiences and
friends while expanding her own
knowledge and abilities. She
encourages all students to become
involved beyond academics.

“If you want to join a club, you’ll
make time for it,” Nguyen says. “If
you’ll invest your time, there will be
pay off.”
She’s not kidding. Nguyen’s extracurricular involvement led to her win
ning a $1,000 QC Academic Scholarship, whose criteria was based not only
on academic achievement but how
outside activities are helping prepare
her for the future in her field of study.
So how does one find out what’s
going on around campus?
There are many resources. But a
good first step would be to stop by the
office of Amanda Deck, the Director
of Student Life, located on third floor
of Presidents Place. Now in her second
year, Deck has worked diligently
getting the word out about events,
clubs and activities on Continued on page 6

Learning Center Offers Rewarding Experience

H

By CONNOR DAVIDSON
QC Voice Staff

ave you ever walked by the
Quincy campus Nicastro Learning
Center on the fifth floor of Presidents
Place and looked inside?
Depending on the time of day the
room is usually filled with students
seeking tutoring in most subject areas,
including English, ESL, Math, Science,
Accounting, Computer Science and
much more.
Both peers and professional tutors
work with students by using drop-in
hours or appointments. And this cross
section of highly motivated and
talented individuals are here to help
QC students become better learners.
“I meet with students who need help
with a broad range of student skills:

time management and planning,
organization, understanding assignments, knowing when and how to
complete them,” says professional
learning specialist Rachel Buday. “I
also do reading comprehension,
pre-writing and writing organization
skills.’’
And many find the experience of
tutoring quite rewarding.
Peer tutor Vi Nguyen, a Psychology
major from Vietnam, says: “I can really
be helpful. Whenever I explain
something to them and then they can
do it by themselves, we give each other
a high five. That’s the best part.”
The diverse pool of students who use
the Learning Center offers its own set
of challenges.
“Diversity also applies to acade-

mics,” says Sarah Powers, a History/
Government major who is a peer tutor.
“Some of the students . . . their writing
skills are on par with a university level,
but then you also have students who
don’t know how to write a sentence in
English.”
And part of the challenge for the
tutors is to offer creative ways and
advice for those students seeking help.
One thing, Powers says is, “Don’t
compare yourself to others.’’
No one at the Learning Center
believes there is such a thing as a
“perfect student.” Every student—
those with a 4.0 GPA or not—has room
to grow and the skills needed to
improve.
“Tutoring doesn’t mean you’re doing
bad,” Powers says,
Continued on page 6
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
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PHI THETA KAPPA INDUCTIONS — The Quincy College Alpha Pi Psi Chapter of Phi Theta

Kappa welcomed 45 new members during induction ceremonies April 6 at the Quincy Historic Society. PTK,
an honor society that requires an overall 3.5 grade point average, recognizes and encourages the academic
achievement of students at two-year colleges. Among the evening’s speakers were State Representative Tackey
Chan (D-2nd Norfolk), who gave the keynote (photo, bottom right), and Ryan A. Barker (top right), the chapter
president and History major who is graduating this fall.
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS

PLAYING AROUND WITH LADY LUCK—

Students on both the Quincy (right) and Plymouth (left)
campuses got a taste of Las Vegas in early April, when the
Office of Student Life sponsored its second annual Casino
Royale event. The school rented 5 blackjack tables, one
roulette and one poker table with the equipment company
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also providing its professional staff as dealers. Play money was used for
the betting during the three hours of fun. But real prizes were awarded,
including mugs, hats and QC swag from the bookstore, to those winners
who earned more than $50,000 in chips.

STRIKING A POSE—

Mondays, 12:15 p.m., Room 003,
Presidents Place

Leanne DiLeo (left) of
Financial Aid and Marnie
Martorano of Student
Records and Registrar’s
office mug it up for the
camera between frames
during a recent Quincy
College Spring Bowling
League night. The eight-week
Monday night league, open to
staff and faculty, takes place
at the Boston Bowl in the
nearby Dorchester neighborhood of Boston.
Photo: AL YOUNG

Plymouth
Campus:
May 9, 11:30 a.m.3 p.m., Rm 214A

Tuesdays, 5 p.m., Room 303,
Presidents Place

Quincy Campus:
May 11, 1-3 p.m,
Student Lounge,
Presidents Place
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Int’l Students Find Travel Best Summer Option

W

By TICIANA JAKU
QC Voice Staff

ith the end of the 2016-17
school year just a few weeks
away, many Quincy College students
are making plans for their summer
vacation. For most, the choices
include: find a job; take a summer
course; relax at the beach with family
and friends and do nothing; or hit the
road and travel.
But for international students,
attending QC on an F1 visa, the
options are more limited. F1 visa
holders must maintain full-time
student status for the fall and spring
semesters and cannot accept offcampus employment at anytime
during their first year of studies. After
nine months, students can go for
Optional Practical Training (OPT) and
are permitted by the U.S. Citizenship
& Immigration Services (USCIS) to
work for a year to complement their
education.

Under those conditions, it’s easy to
see why most international students
choose to spend their summer
vacations traveling.
Ada Vogli, ending
her first semester at
QC, has yet to finalize
anything but says her
plans include being on
Ada Vogli
the move.
“I haven’t chosen the
dates yet, but I’d love to travel within
the U.S. first,” said Vogli, an
international student from Albania.
“Las Vegas and LA are on the top of
my list, of course. Then I’d definitely
save August for my family. I will be
going back to my home country for
2-3 weeks and then come back
because fall semester will be waiting
for us.”
Some are simply focusing on what
they can do to benefit them in the long
run.
“Time is everything to me right now,
and I will try my best to enjoy the

summer and take a
summer course as
well,’’ said Nadia
Kollcinaku, a third
semester student also
from Albania.
Nadia
“I am planning to go
Kollcinaku
home for the summer
and take an online course so I can
graduate faster. I would’ve taken more
if I could, but as international students
we are not allowed to take more than
one online course.”
For Prasamsa Thapa, it’s a tossup
between visiting relatives in the U.S.
or going back to Nepal, his homeland.
Thapa knows the latter trip will be
grueling — two separate flights
totaling nearly 24 hours.
“It will be exhausting but what can I
do?’’ said the Business Management
major. “I know one thing. I’m not
taking any classes for sure.”
Can you blame him? It’s
summertime … time for a getaway
and to have some fun.

Extracurricular Activities
PTA Inaugural Graduates

Continued from page 1

embarked on an intense 71-credit
journey that began in April 2015,
when the program was first
accredited. In addition to the
didactic courses and lab work,
they took part in three full-time
clinical experiences, exposing
them to a variety of settings,
including outpatient clinics, acute
care hospitals, skilled nursing
facilities, and the public school
systems. While all now can
perform as entry-level clinicians,
post-graduate students must
undergo a licensing exam to
practice in the State of
Massachusetts.

Continued from page 3

both the Quincy and Plymouth campuses with her monthly Student Events and
Programs Calendar.
Check out the TV monitors around campus, which are continually streaming
notable campus events, while the bulletin boards are constantly advertising
various clubs and activities.
Even better go on the QC website and click on “Upcoming Events” or go on
the school’s social media Facebook and Twitter sites to see what’s happening.
And don’t forget the source you’re now reading: The QC Voice student
newspaper.
From various clubs, to workshops, to campus gatherings, to fitness classes,
there’s something of interest for everyone that you can get involved with. It will
not only help the ever-growing QC community but help you grow as a person
while enhancing your college experience.
The opportunities are there. Why not take advantage of them?

Learning Center
Continued from page 3

noting the Learning Center is frequented by academically successful students,
reinforcing the idea that everyone needs help.
To those still hesitant about using the Learning Center, Nguyen says with a
laugh: “We’re free and we’re friendly. The tutors here are not just tutors, we’re
your friends . . . and helping each other is what friends do.”
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New Synthetic Cadaver a Cutting-Edge Tool

uincy College welcomed a new
member to the “teaching staff” of
its Plymouth campus in March, with
the addition of a cutting-edge synthetic
cadaver, known as a SynDaver, named
after the company which produces it.
The Surgical Model will be housed in
the newly built, customized 950-foot
laboratory space and will be used as an
interdisciplinary teaching tool to
augment classroom lectures, with
applications for students studying
Phlebotomy, Physical Therapist
Assistant, and Nursing.
QC is the first two-year college in
Massachusetts to invest in a SynDaver
and only the second statewide; Lasell
College being the first.
The SynDaver is a synthetic human
cadaver complete with all bones, joints,
muscles, organs and tendons found in
normal human anatomy. The Surgical
Model also features complete and
functional musculoskeletal,
cardiovascular, respiratory,
gastrointestinal,endocrine and nervous
systems and employs a heart pump
which pumps synthetic blood from the

NEWS

heart and drainage towards the heart.
When not in use, the SynDaver will
remain submerged in a lab dip tank to
avoid the desiccation of the model.
The purchase of the SynDaver was
spearheaded by Dr. Dennis Burke, an
Instructor of Science at Plymouth who
got the idea after seeing SynDaver
demonstrated on the television show
Shark Tank.
Burke said the SynDaver is an ideal
alternative to human cadavers and
offers a better representation of live
tissue than the dead tissue of a cadaver.
Students will have a hands on approach
in exploring the above systems, much
different than using traditional models.
“I cannot teach tissue feel to students
or the real-feel,” Burke said. “We rely
upon dissection in the classroom,
working with sheep, brain, or heart
dissection to explore critical skill

needed for medical professionals.
“The synthetic cadaver will better
prepare students for real-world
situations in treating patients and will
have practical applications across
many disciplines from Phlebotomy to
Physical Therapy.”
Quincy College will be training staff
on the SynDaver over the summer and
expects students to be working with
this Surgical Model in the Fall of 2017.

Photo: QUINCY COLLEGE

The new SynDaver synthetic cadaver rests in
the dip tank surrounded by (left to right) Dr.
Dennis Burke, Instructor of Science; an
unidentified SynDaver representative;
Madalina Johnson, Coordinator of Science
Laboratories; and Christine Rodday,
Program Director of the Physical Therapist
Assistant Program.

Strong Resume Key to Job Hunt

W

By COLLEEN O’BRIEN
QC Voice Contributor

ith the Spring 2017
Commencement a few weeks
away, many Quincy College graduates
who are not continuing their education
at a four-year school next fall are
probably working on their next option:
Finding a job.
With that in mind, we spoke to
Georgia Clancy, the Plymouth campus
Career Counselor for a couple of quick
tips for those job-seekers.
Whether you’re looking for an
internship or a real job, Clancy said the
key is to have a strong resume and to
practice answering tough interview

questions.
“Everyone needs effective marketing
communications, which is your
resume,” Clancy said while pointing
out some mistakes to avoid.
“The most common I find is saying,
‘I did this and I did that.’ Words are
powerful, and I can help them come up
with action verbs that sell you to an
employer. A good resume cannot be
generic.
“A targeted resume, customized for a
specific job, with the words that they
use in ‘the jobs requirement section’ is
the way to go.”
Clancy, now in her third year as
counselor and career coach, also

offered some pointers
on how to overcome
the fear of the job
GEORGIA CLANCY
interview.
“Practice,” Clancy said. “It’s all
about self confidence. How to dress,
how to answer questions, researching
the company beforehand, etc., is all
learnable.
“Employers are looking for a good
work ethic, professionalism and
excellent communication and
interpersonal skills. Can you speak
clearly, listen attentively, relate
positively with co-workers? Are you a
good fit for them?”
Good luck and Happy Job Hunting.
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The QC Voi ce
“A newspaper by students

Fall 2015

In January, President Obama
announced his “America’s
College Promise” proposal
to make two years of community
college free for responsible
students, letting them earn
the first
half of a bachelor’s degree
and earn skills needed
in the
workforce at no cost. An
estimated 9 million students
could
benefit. The proposal will
require community colleges
strengthen programs and
increase the number of graduates, to
and
states to invest more in higher
education. Tuition free classes
would be available to all
who maintain a minimum
2.5 GPA and
stay on track to graduate.
A full-time student could
save an
estimated $3,800 in tuition
per year.
We recently sat down with
Quincy College President
Peter H.
Tsaffaras to get his thoughts
on this proposal.

I

Greetings Quincy

College Students!
Welcome to the first issue
of the QC Voice for the
Fall students. From the
2015 semester. By now,
you’re all probably settled
start, the QC Voice motto
into your newspaper
has been “A
class schedule, studies, extracurricular
and social activities. delighted by students for students.” That’s why we’d be
But as a commuter school
to hear from you and
with an open campus, it
give you a Voice to
can be
difficult for some students
to interact outside the classroom. communicate with the rest of the student
body through
Yet you do see and hear
ideas and opinions conveyed
things around the QC campuses
to the QC Voice or by joining
Quincy and Plymouth that
at us as a staff contributor
may affect you and your
to cover stories. In the meantime,
fellow enjoy this first
issue and best of luck in
the new school year.
— The Staff of the QC Voice

The QC

Fall 2015
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would proceed “cautiously”

with the plan.
Tsaffaras is optimistic that
QC Voice Staff
President
Asked how QC would
Obama’s proposal will
deal with an
t is no secret that finding
be a positive expected
a job
increase in student body
has become increasingly today thing for QC, our economy, and our
if the
Obama proposal is passed,
more country.
difficult, particularly
Tsaffaras
without the
said, “cautiously.”
However, this proposal has
necessary educational
its critics.
credentials. No Those who
“At the end of the day,
oppose argue that because
longer will a high school
we need to
replace funding currently
diploma students won’t
suffice. It’s essential that
covered by
be paying for their
people
tuition and fees,” he
said.“We
to climb the ladder of education.continue education, they won’t value it. An
want to create a platform don’t
investment in education
And no one feels more strongly
that is
provides an unsupported.
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Although Obama’s proposal
Quincy
Tsaffaras recognized some
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truth in created
President Peter these statements
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some people, the
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students to devalue a product. term “free” can turning concept into reality.”
become more socially and
But alluding to the
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For now the plan has shown
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productive,” Tsaffaras said,
us that the
hoping QC’s College, he said, students at Quincy government is willing to
lend a helping
positive influence will
“It’s certainly not true
attract more for all.”
hand to its hard working
students.
potential students.

Advisor & Editor in Chief:
Al Young
The QC Voice Staff meets several
times a semester at various times
and locations during the school
week in Presidents Place.
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he big day is rapidly approaching.
You’ve spent the past two
years, or
maybe more, pursuing your
Associate’s
Degree or Program Certificate
and now
all that hard work and sacrifice
is about
to pay off with Graduation
Day.
That’s right, on Friday
May 27 at
noon, nearly 600 of you
will become a
part of Quincy College’s
Graduating
Class of 2016.
Congratulations!
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A lot to learn in 2 years
By KREETY KC
QC Voice Staff

t sounds like a cliché when
I say the last two years
at
Quincy College passed
in the blink of an eye, but
really did pass in no time.
it
However, the change in
my
academic and personal
life within this short span
incredible.
is
Two years ago when I first
came to QC, still very new
to this country from Nepal,
I had no idea what I was

at QC . . . and she did

doing and where I was
going. Even though I
was
determined to do something
in my life, a new place, new
people and new culture
had me confused.
But I learned a lot during
my two years here. The
smaller classes helped
me stay connected with
my
professors. They were
always
assignments, and even beyond very helpful with my
the classroom, giving me
Continued on page 6
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